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Abstract

The field came into existence with the pioneering realization by Shechtman in 1982 that the sharp diffraction intensities with $m \overline{3} \overline{5}$ symmetry came from a new kind of structural arrangement in solids- christened 'quasicrystals'. Quasicrystals have given life to the dodecahedron $\{5,3\}$ and its dual the icosahedron $\{3,5\}$- the dormant platonic solids in the crystalline world and hence have realized symmetries forbidden in the periodic world. The discovery physically realized the geometrical ideas of Roger Penrose and dream-vision of Alan Mackay. The existence of a sharp diffraction pattern was only associated with crystals before this discovery.

The talk aims at introducing the structure of quasicrystals via Fibonacci sequences, Penrose tilings and hyper-dimensional projections. Different types of quasicrystals and alloy systems forming these will also be described; along with related structures like rational approximants and vacancy ordered phases.
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